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The rediscovery of the medical uses of silver provides another noticeable example, this time at the interface of chemistry and medicine, of the real (and nonlinear) progress of scientific research. Several new silver-based antimicrobial products have thus been commercialized in the last two decades. Next-generation antibacterials and antivirals of broad scope, low toxicity and affordable cost, we argue in this study, will be based on microencapsulated Ag nanoparticles.

1. Introduction

Noting that silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) had proven to be active against several types of viruses including human immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis B virus, herpes simplex virus, and respiratory syncytial virus, scholars in Italy reviewing the potential use of AgNPs as antivirals in 2011 concluded that their therapeutic or prophylactic use required better understanding of their in vivo toxicity and potential for long-term sequelae associated with the exposure to these metal species.

A similar conclusion was reached almost a decade later concerning novel antimicrobials based on nanoparticulate silver by India’s scholars, calling for a more complete understanding of toxic potential of AgNPs to open the route to new antimicrobials based on AgNPs “with desired properties to ensure their safe use, exposure over extended period and fate in human body and environment.”

For over 6000 years and until the introduction of penicillin in the early 1940s, silver was the main antimicrobial used by mankind. Since the early 2000s, facing the increasing resistance of microbial strains to antibiotics, the use of colloidal silver as antimicrobial has been rediscovered. In both antimicrobial and antibacterial applications, indeed, silver ions (Ag+) and metal nanoparticles attack bacteria12 and viruses13 in multiple ways thereby limiting the ability of both viruses and bacteria to develop resistance.

Covering topics from their use in antimicrobial wound-healing dressings to the current status of AgNP technology for antimicrobial treatment and associated infectious diseases, several excellent accounts have recently appeared in the literature.

After a brief discussion of antimicrobial AgNPs, in the following we discuss how and why microencapsulated AgNPs are likely to shortly emerge as next-generation antibacterials and antivirals with broad scope, low toxicity and affordable cost. We identify the remaining hurdles to be overcome prior to their widespread uptake for the treatment and the prevention of illness related to bacterial or viral contamination. The conclusions highlight how the important lessons learned from the rediscovery of silver as an antimicrobial can be incorporated into new chemistry education aimed to foster student creativity.

2. Antimicrobial Silver Nanoparticles

The broad scope biological activity of AgNPs, effective against over 650 microorganisms including bacteria (both Gram-positive and -negative), fungi, and viruses, is primarily due to leaching of Ag+ ions from the nanoparticle outer surface.

In 2012, indeed, Alvarez and co-workers demonstrated that under anaerobic conditions (i.e., in the absence of oxygen) that preclude Ag0 oxidation and Ag+ leaching (favored in acid environments, Equations (1) and (2)), AgNPs have no detectable effects on Escherichia coli up to concentration 7665 times higher than the minimum lethal concentration of Ag+ ions (0.025 mg/L) under the same exposure conditions and thousands of times higher than the AgNPs minimum lethal concentration observed under aerobic conditions:

\[ 4Ag(0) + O_2 \rightarrow 2AgO \]  
\[ 2AgO + 4H^+ \rightarrow 4Ag^+ + 2H_2O \]

This discovery led the team to conclude that the antibacterial activity could be controlled by modulating the Ag+ release kinetics by tailoring the AgNP size, shape, and surface characteristic including the presence of a coating.

Subsequent studies will show that both Ag+ and AgNPs enter the bacterial cell membrane by porin proteins causing cell membrane rupture, pore formation and cytoplasmic leakage.
Within the cell membrane, the Ag⁺ ions drive the formation of several highly oxidizing species such as hydroxyl and superoxide free radicals, and H₂O₂ which quickly oxidize DNA, RNA and denature proteins.[10]

In the case of viruses, on the other hand, the antiviral activity of AgNPs can be due to direct viucidal action of the nanoparticles. For example, in the case of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1), the Ag nanoparticles bind to the sulfur groups of gp120 protein spikes over the viral membrane, thereby preventing infectivity due to fusion of the viral and host cell membranes.[9]

Similarly, the attachment and entry of herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) into cells involving interaction between viral envelope glycoproteins and cell surface heparan sulfate (HS) for viral entry can be prevented by AgNPs capped with mercaptoethane sulfonate targeting the virus and competing for its binding to cellular HS through their sulfonate end groups.[12]

Even in the case of bacteria, the discovery that the antibacterial activity is chiefly due to Ag⁺ nonetheless led Alvarez and co-workers to recommend the use of AgNPs in antimicrobial formulations because NPs are less prone than Ag⁺ to binding by naturally occurring ligands[11] and thus they might better deliver Ag⁺ to the bacteria cytoplasm via the acidic cell membrane.

From the nanchemistry viewpoint adopted in this study, it should be noted that the polydispersed spherical capped AgNPs with an average size of 4 nm highly effective in inhibiting infectivity of the herpes virus of HSV-1 were sonoochemically synthesized in order to be fully covered with a mercaptoethane sulfonate monolayer.[10]

Similarly, the strong disinfectant activity of AgNPs against both Salmonella and highly contagious African swine fever virus (AFSV, an enveloped DNA virus with particles in the 170–190 nm range with more than 50 proteins, including glycoprotein) respectively observed at the nanoparticle concentration of 25 and 0.78 ppm and at the bacterial concentration of 10³ colony-forming units (CFU) mL⁻¹ and viral titer of 10⁸ median hemadsorption units (HAD₅₀) required the use of 14 nm spherical AgNPs synthesized in the presence of chitosan as a stabilizer by dropwise addition of NaBH₄ to an AgNO₃ solution under fast stirring (500 rpm).[12] At the concentration of 0.78 ppm the aforementioned AgNPs did not show cytotoxicity to the primary porcine alveolar macrophages (PAM) cells making the treatment suitable for real trials in pig farms.

Again, the scholars ascribed the antiviral activity of AgNPs to interaction of the NP surface with viral capsid gp120 glycoprotein, preventing the interaction between virus and host cell required for cellular entry.

Then, in 2015 Avnir reported a major discovery concerning the antibacterial activity of silver in solution that, surprisingly, had never occurred to microbiologists, namely the silver ability to be a catalytic antibacterial agent (all others, except enzymes, are reagents, not catalysts), that is, to kill bacteria, generation after generation with the same silver being not consumed during the bacteria deactivation cycle.[13]

Aptly called the “zombie effect”, and demonstrated by first killing Pseudomonas aeruginosa with silver nitrate and then using the dead bacteria to kill a culture of the same living bacterium, the efficient antibacterial activity of the dead bacteria is due to their action as a reservoir of Ag⁺ ions, which upon contact with living bacteria are transferred to the silver-free living microorganisms. Therein, the bacteria accumulate silver as small AgNPs (5–10 nm in size) evenly distributed throughout the bacterium (Figure 1) with Ag⁺ nanoparticles being formed through the reduction of Ag⁺ cations by the reductive enzymes and reducing sugar molecules of the living cell acting as reducing agents for the incorporated metal cations.

More recently, these findings were applied and extended using silver-killed E. coli and its supernatant against fresh viable cells of several other bacterial, including multidrug-resistant P. aeruginosa and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) with both silver-killed bacteria and supernatant showing prolonged antimicrobial activity against the tested strains that extended to 40 days, leading the team to promote the use of silver-killed bacteria as both disinfectant for polluted waters and as antibacterial to be included in wound dressings.[14]

Even more, this discovery and the mechanism behind it (with sulphydryl groups in various proteins, DNA and RNA acting as the adsorbent and Ag⁺ as the adsorbate)[15] further support the development of next-generation silver-based antimicrobials and antivirals based on microencapsulated Ag nanoparticles.

3. Microencapsulated Silver Nanoparticles

Widely used in the pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic and textile industries for protection, compatibility of the encapsulated substance, and controlled release, microencapsulation is the process of enclosing micron-sized particles of solid, liquid or gas substances in an inert shell to isolate and protect them from the external environment.[15]

The microencapsulated substance can either be located at the core of the microencapsulant matrix or in its outer surface,
while the microencapsulant can be an organic, inorganic or hybrid organic-inorganic material. For example, presenting their commercial polymeric microencapsules functionalized with AgNPs in the outer wall of the microcapsules (SilverMaster) with both antibacterial and deodorizing effects, a company based in South Korea emphasizes how “the existing silver nanoparticles on sale have very low concentration and have difficulty in keeping colloid state stable”.16

Prepared in a five-step process involving use of an outer-shell-forming substance selected from a melanin precondensate, gelatin, urethane and epoxy to the resulting emulsion to form a microcapsule followed by dissolving water-soluble styrene-maleic anhydride polymer in water,17,18 the latter antimicrobial microcapsules are functionalized with AgNPs on the outer shell of the microcapsule.

Most studies devoted to the microencapsulation of AgNPs deal with biocompatible polysaccharides and proteins in sight of medical (wound-healing) applications. For example, chitosan microparticles functionalized with 60 nm AgNPs show excellent antibacterial activity against Gram-negative E. coli and Gram positive Micrococcus luteus and Staphylococcus epidermidis.19,20

The bioadhesive character of the chitosan carrier particles leading to formation of stable aggregates with the bacteria enhances the antibacterial efficacy of the AgNPs and Ag+ ions released through a contact mechanism.18 The mechanism, in other words, is similar to that subsequently identified by Avnir discovering the catalytic effect of by Ag+ ions contained in dead bacteria killed by Ag+ ions.13

Research rapidly progressed and in a review published in 2015 scholars could already list over 35 different commercially available wound-care products containing silver formulated in cloth, film, foam, gauze, hydrocolloid, hydrofiber, hydrogel, powder and wash formulations.20

Being nontoxic, biocompatible, versatile chemical and easily moisturized, both proteins and polysaccharides are intrinsically well suited to embed AgNPs in hydrophilic functional materials used to manufacture wound dressings in which nanoscale silver is the active pharmaceutical ingredient. Indeed, chitin, chitosan, starch, pullulan, alginate, cellulose, hyaluronic acid, collagen, gelatin, silk, keratin and natural rubber latex are extensively used in the fabrication of Ag nanoparticle-loaded biomaterials for wound-healing applications.21

The debate concerning the mechanism of action of the antibacterial Ag@polysaccharide coatings is revealing. Finding a 58 ppm concentration of Ag+ in solution due to release of the ions from AgNPs microencapsulated in a chitosan-alginate hydrogel at 2.6% load, scholars in 2009 ascribed the antimicrobial activity of the material to contact of the microencapsulated AgNPs with the bacterial membrane noting that silver nanoparticles “can not be uptaken and internalized by eukaryotic cells”.22

On the other hand, strong disinfectant activity of free AgNPs against both Salmonella and highly contagious African swine fever virus was lately reported by spraying a pig house with a AgNP solution at nanoparticle concentration of 25 ppm.23

In other words, the former Ag@polysaccharide hydrogel coating24 and other microencapsulants embedding AgNPs most likely act as reservoirs of extremely bioactive Ag+ ions readily released in solution upon contact with water and O2 dissolved in the aqueous phase.

Similarly to what happens in catalysis for synthetic organic chemistry with solid catalysts showing modest leaching of the entrapped metal, far from being an useless replacement for their homogeneous counterparts,25 materials heterogenized with AgNPs are ideally suited for practical application as antimicrobials as they leach low or ultralow amounts of overly reactive Ag+.

Another recent example is the SilverSil xerogel coating recently introduced as broad-spectrum antibacterial showing outstanding antibacterial activity against S. aureus and E. coli.26 Washed with water in seven consecutive washing cycles, the xerogel leached 3.46 ppm of silver. Regardless of such modest leaching, both the washing solution and the xerogel showed very high antibacterial activity.

Accordingly, the high antimicrobial activity of the washing solutions was ascribed to the lethal effect of the Ag+ present in solution in ultralow concentration, in a similar fashion to the 2 ppb Ag residual on textiles after prolonged washing inhibiting >99.9% of E. coli growth.27

4. Advancing Ag-Based Antimicrobials and Antivirals

A meta-analysis of 157 clinical studies published from 2000 to 2015 concluded that the evidence base for silver in wound management was significantly more favorable than commonly perceived in the clinical community, with evidence suggesting that the use of silver in wound management is also cost-effective and improves the patient quality of life.28

Amid silver-based antimicrobials, silver NPs are broad-spectrum bactericidal and virucidal species.29,30 Furthermore, as shown for instance by the AgNPs capped with mercaptoethane sulfonate targeting the herpes virus31 they can be tailored to target specific microorganisms by surface functionalization.

Hence, once stabilized via effective microencapsulation and made available at affordable cost, antimicrobials based on silver nanoparticles could become ubiquitous. Research targets both microencapsulated AgNPs and the microencapsulant material.

For instance, to improve the antimicrobial activity of silver NPs synthesized via reduction of Ag+ ions with NaBH4 in water (in the presence of stabilizing sodium citrate), four factors were recently found to crucially affect the antimicrobial activity: the pH, and the concentration of AgNO3, sodium citrate, and NaBH4.28

Optimal antibacterial silver nanoparticles have an average size of 9.94 nm, are spherical and hemispherical in shape, and are obtained in the synthesis at pH 8 starting from [AgNO3] 0.06 M, [Na2C2H3O2] 0.01 M and [NaBH4] 0.01 M. Figure 2 shows the significant improvement in the antibacterial activity when using such optimized NPs in place of other nanoparticles prepared without having carried out the optimization driven by the design of experiments.
The pH largely affects the particle size distribution, with the polydispersity decreasing by reducing the pH; the concentration of AgNO₃ affects the production yield of the NPs; citrate chiefly affects the size by preventing NP agglomeration; while BH₄⁻ has a significant effect on the polydispersity of the NPs ensuring lesser time for the Ag⁺ to generate clusters of variable size.⁶

Once optimized, the antimicrobial activity of thoroughly synthesized Ag nanoparticles, the microencapsulation technology will be selected on the basis of the application requirements.

Examples include hydrogel composites embedding AgNPs for wound dressing and antibacterial applications,¹⁹ biopolymer hydrogels of sodium alginate and gelatin doped with silver nanoparticles for healing cutaneous lesions,²⁰ and the aforementioned low cost, entrapment in the inner mesoporosity of organically modified silicas²¹ easily deposited as a thin xerogel layer with excellent adhesion to a range of widely different substrates.²²

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The rediscovery of silver as a powerful and broad-spectrum antimicrobial since the early 2000s has several lessons to teach us. Few people today are aware that by 1940, prior to the introduction of penicillin, in the USA alone more than 50 silver-based antimicrobial products were marketed in different formulations (solutions, ointments, colloids or foils) for topical, oral, and intramuscular injection.¹ In brief, between 1900 and 1940, tens of thousands of patients assumed colloid silver, with several million doses of silver administered intravenously.²³

The rediscovery of silver, this time in the form of silver nanoparticles, against drug resistant bacteria such as P. aeruginosa, ampicillin-resistant E. coli, erythromycin-resistant Streptococcus pyogenes, and MRSA has also been driven by the continuous increase in multidrug-resistant human pathogenic microbes.²⁴

Research advances with new medical uses of silver, including nanocrystalline silver, have been rapid and numerous products are marketed, especially for healing wounds. Adding to several rediscoveries typical of the real process of scientific progress,²⁵ the rediscovery of the medical uses of silver provides another noticeable example, this time at the interface of chemistry and medicine, of the real (and nonlinear) progress of scientific research.

Said progress was not halted when, in 2009, a randomized controlled trial on silver-based antimicrobial dressings for venous leg ulcers study concluded that there was "no evidence to support the routine use of silver-donating dressings beneath compression for venous ulceration",²⁶ leading to withdrawal of several silver-based antimicrobials, and spreading doubts amid patients and physicians.

Shortly afterwards, however, a group of academic and clinical scholars from universities and hospitals based in Portugal, the UK, Sweden, Spain, the USA, Ireland, Thailand, South Africa and Australia published an expert working-group consensus for the proper use of silver dressings in wound management based “on experience in clinical practice and available evidence”²⁷ wherein they showed how following said guidelines, wound management based on silver dressings becomes cost-effective.

Today, new results pointing to the exceptional utility of silver, and of AgNPs in particular, to prevent and control infections caused by pathogenic fungi, bacteria and viruses are reported on regular basis, almost invariably with long-lasting protection of the functionalized surfaces.

For instance, medical surface silicone elastomers and environmental surface bandage dressings functionalized with AgNPs inhibit the growth of Candida auris biofilms at very low concentrations.²⁸ More than 50% inhibition is observed with 2.3 to 0.28 ppm on functionalized silicone, and more than 80% inhibition with 2.3 to 0.017 ppm for dressings. Dressings loaded with 0.036 ppm AgNPs retain protection against C. auris growth during washing cycles 1 to 3 (>80% inhibition) and from washing cycles 4 to 6 (>50% inhibition).

It is now clear that the exceptional antimicrobial activity of nanoscale silver is due to the release of Ag⁺ from the nanoparticle surface driven by the action of O₂ [Eq. (1)].²⁹ On the other hand, the antiviral activity of AgNPs in the case of certain viruses such as HIV-1 is due to the direct interaction of the NPs with the viral spike proteins.³⁰

In any case, the effective microencapsulation of AgNPs protects the valued NPs from rapid loss in solution and ensures prolonged and sustained release of the bactericidal Ag⁺ ions. The latter ions are reduced by the reducing sugar moieties and reducing enzymes at the cell membrane again forming AgNPs that end up within the dead bacteria.³¹

In early 2020, for example, a Swiss company commercialized an antiviral and antimicrobial textile treatment effective against human coronavirus, that also led to a dramatic reduction in infectivity against several influenza viruses and respiratory syncytial virus.³² The technology combines vesicle microencap-

Figure 2. Comparison between the minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) and minimum fungicidal concentration (MFC) of the reference AgNPs and the optimized AgNPs. [Reproduced from ref. [28], under Creative Commons 4.0 Licence].

For instance, medical surface silicone elastomers and environmental surface bandage dressings functionalized with AgNPs inhibit the growth of Candida auris biofilms at very low concentrations.²⁸ More than 50% inhibition is observed with 2.3 to 0.28 ppm on functionalized silicone, and more than 80% inhibition with 2.3 to 0.017 ppm for dressings. Dressings loaded with 0.036 ppm AgNPs retain protection against C. auris growth during washing cycles 1 to 3 (>80% inhibition) and from washing cycles 4 to 6 (>50% inhibition).

It is now clear that the exceptional antimicrobial activity of nanoscale silver is due to the release of Ag⁺ from the nanoparticle surface driven by the action of O₂ [Eq. (1)].²⁹ On the other hand, the antiviral activity of AgNPs in the case of certain viruses such as HIV-1 is due to the direct interaction of the NPs with the viral spike proteins.³⁰

In any case, the effective microencapsulation of AgNPs protects the valued NPs from rapid loss in solution and ensures prolonged and sustained release of the bactericidal Ag⁺ ions. The latter ions are reduced by the reducing sugar moieties and reducing enzymes at the cell membrane again forming AgNPs that end up within the dead bacteria.³¹

In early 2020, for example, a Swiss company commercialized an antiviral and antimicrobial textile treatment effective against human coronavirus, that also led to a dramatic reduction in infectivity against several influenza viruses and respiratory syncytial virus.³² The technology combines vesicle microencap-
sulation and silver antimicrobial technologies with vesicles easing deactivation of lipophilic viruses by silver-based active microparticles which also inhibit the replication of viruses and bacteria. Physically and chemically robust mesoporous silica and organosilica, not swelling in any organic solvent and featuring large surface area and pore specific volume, are ideally suited for said microencapsulation. For example, silica nanoparticles functionalized with AgNPs formed upon reaction of Ag⁺ with the green tea biophenols adsorbed on the mesoporous silica shows prolonged antimicrobial activity against S. aureus and E. coli.[38]

The main argument of this study, namely that effective microencapsulation is the key technology enabling the development of new and long-lasting metal-based antimicrobials, is also valid for copper NPs. A cheap and powerful metal-based antimicrobial alternative to nanoparticulate silver is, indeed, nanoscale copper.[39]

In conclusion, many lessons may be learned from the rediscovery of silver as an antimicrobial. The nanochemistry aspects of AgNPs, their controlled synthesis and tailored microencapsulation to develop low-cost antifungal, antibacterial and antiviral coatings of general applicability are purposeful topics to develop new lectures and laboratory activities in renewed chemistry education curricula using recent research outcomes.[40]
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